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IBM z Systems

An integrated, highly scalable computer system that allows many different pieces of work to be handled at the same time, sharing the same information as needed with protection, handling very large amounts of information for many users with security, without users experiencing any failures in service.
Millicode in System z13

- Vertical microcode with its own internal architecture.
- Millicode resides in a protected area of storage called the hardware system area, which is not accessible to the normal operating system or application program.
- Millicode runs on the same hardware processor as customer software.
- Instructions inside Millicode are handled like any other architected instructions in the way they are fetched, decoded and executed.
- Processor is augmented with an additional micro-architected state called “Millicode mode" or simply Millimode.
- Millicode has the highest authorization level.
Millicode in System z13 - cont

• Millicode Architecture defines additional registers that are only visible to Millicode: milli-GPRs, milli-ARs, milli-CRs, Millicode instruction address register plus other Millicode registers

• Most architected instructions that are implemented in hardware are also available to Millicode

• The Millicode architecture includes additional instructions and registers that are not available in the external architecture

• There are Millicode Instructions that can move data to/from architected registers
Millicode in System z13 - Cont

Millicode augments the hardware to provide:

• System configuration functions
• System initialization functions
• Virtualization support for logical partitioning
• Complex instructions
• I/O functions
• Interruptions and other control functions
• RAS, Recovery, Logouts
• Instrumentation
Reasons for MilliCode Execution for Core Dispatch

- **Performance**
  - Best balance between PR/SM and core hardware/MilliCode. PR/SM manages the partition at core level. MilliCode/hardware synchronizes threads and maps logical threads to physical threads
  - MilliCode has high performance execution and knowledge and is well integrated with hardware

- **Authorization**
  - MilliCode runs with high(est) authorization

- **Flexibility**
  - MilliCode can adjust implementation as needed for performance and system integration optimization

- **Transparency**
  - Shields PR/SM logical core dispatch from underlying core hardware
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT)
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT)

- SMT enables to run multiple threads on a single core
  - Other processor families (i.e. x86, IBM Power processors, etc.) already have similar support
  - Each thread runs slower than a non-SMT core, but the ‘combined threads’ throughput is typically higher. The overall throughput benefit depends on the workload

- SMT can help improve overall capacity or throughput of the core

Which approach is designed for the highest volume** of traffic? Which road is faster?

**Two lanes at 50 carry 25% more volume if traffic density per lane is equal
Simultaneous Multithreading – Core hardware

Shared Facilities
- Core common control registers. Apply to both threads e.g. SMT controls, workaround logic.
- In space: active threads share Caches, Issue Queues, Physical Register Renames, etc.
- In time: active threads share Pipeline Slots, Execution Units, Address Translator, etc.

Dedicated Thread Resources
- Instruction buffers, instrumentation counters, etc.
- Thread architected state (Control registers, GPRs, ARs, FPRs, PSW/IA, etc.)
The z13 high-level instruction and execution flow.

- **Branch prediction**
- **Instruction cache / buffer**
- **Instruction decode/ crack / dispatch / map**
- **Issue queue side0**
- **Issue queue side1**
- **Branch queue**

**Additional Execution Units**
- LSU pipe 0
- LSU pipe 1
- FXU 0a
- FXU 0b
- FXU 1a
- FXU 1b
- BFU0
- BFU1
- DFU0
- DFU1

**New Registers / Execution Units**
- Vector0 / FPR0 register
- Vector1 / FPR1 register
- 128b string/int SIMD0
- 128b string/int SIMD1

**Data Cache**

Additional instruction flow for higher core throughput
Additional execution units for higher core throughput
New registers / execution units to accelerate business analytics workloads
The z13 Microprocessor pipeline and SMT operation.
Snapshot showing simultaneous execution of instructions from thread 0 and thread 1 in pipeline stages.
z13 - Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT)

- z13 is the first z System Processor to support SMT
  - Enable continued scaling of per-processor capacity
  - z13 supports 2 threads per core on Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) and Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) processor cores

- It typically increases per-core and system throughput versus single thread design

- SMT can be turned on or off on an LPAR-by-LPAR basis by operating system parameters
  - Operating system must be explicitly enabled for SMT
  - The SMT switch is uni-directional

- Processors can run in single-thread operation for workloads needing maximum thread speed
  - Operating systems whose workload requires maximum thread speed may opt to run in a single-threaded hardware mode.
  - If a core is running multi-threaded but thread 1 is not being used by the operating system, the hardware can run in "effective single-threaded mode" to potentially improve performance of that thread.

- Functionally transparent to middleware and applications
  - No changes required to run in SMT partition
z13 Core Virtualization

- CPU Address changes with SMT
  - Sixteen bit CPU Id consists of a fifteen bit Core ID and one bit Thread ID
  - CPU ID 6 (b'0000000000000110') means core 3 Thread 0
  - CPU ID 7 (b'0000000000000111') means core 3 Thread 1

- On z13, z/OS will exploit SMT for zIIPs and z/VM will exploit SMT for IFLs
- On z13, only thread 0 is usable on any general purpose core
- SMT-aware operating systems (z/VM running as a hypervisor, or z/OS) must opt-in at an IPL to exploit SMT over the life of that IPL
  - Hardware makes both threads usable on each core
SMT Support Implementation

- CPU address expansion
  - Without SMT
    - CPU x0014 = 0000 0000 0001 0100
  - With SMT
    - Core x0014 thread 0 = 0000 0000 0010 1000 (CPU x0028)
    - Core x0014 thread 1 = 0000 0000 0010 1001 (CPU x0029)
  - Non-IFL or non-ZIIP processor odd address unavailable or unused
SMT-aware OS informs PR/SM that it intends to exploit SMT by opting-in

- PR/SM can dispatch any “guest” OS logical core to any physical core
- On dispatch of a logical core, PR/SM indicates to Millicode whether or not that OS has opted-in so that the hardware can be configured correctly
- OS control the whole core – must follow rules
  - Maximize core throughput (Drive cores with high Thread Density)
  - Maximize core availability (Meet workload goals using fewest cores)

SMT is transparent to applications
Logical Core Dispatch on an SMT2 Capable Physical Core

TID0 = thread0

Core dispatch on Physical TID0 (SIE instruction)

Phase 1: Execution- single threaded on Physical TID0

Phase 2: initialize core controls to enable execution of physical TID1

Phase 4: Physical TID0 maps and loads logical TID0 into physical TID0

Phase 5: Physical TID0 executes logical TID0’s instruction stream

Core dispatch execution ends on TID0

TID1 = thread1

Physical TID1 is idle (not used)

Phase 3: Physical TID1 initialized and ready

Phase 4: Physical TID1 maps and loads logical TID1 to physical TID1

Phase 5: Physical TID1 executes logical TID1’s instructions stream

Core dispatch execution ends on TID1

Core is in SMT1 execution.

Core is in SMT2 execution.
Millicode Implementation for Core Dispatch

TID0 = Thread0; TID1 = Thread1

Phase 1

1. Checks how many threads/guests are specified in the core dispatch.
   - In z13 it is a maximum of 2 threads.

2. Checks if there are enough available hardware threads
   - Physical threads may be running internal firmware code for functions like system management.

   Millicode can either wait for the threads to become available or nullify and retry the core dispatch instruction

3. Checks if there are any exception conditions preventing the core dispatch from proceeding

4. Decides on the logical threads to the physical threads mapping. i.e. logical TID0 to physical TID0.

5. Disable any interruption (including internal firmware interruptions) from being taken on all physical threads
Millicode Implementation for Core Dispatch

Phase 2

1. Updates core management controls e.g. controls for multithreading, partition number, TLB, etc.
2. Prepares TID1 for execution by updating its milli-IA (Millicode Instruction address) and by updating its state to be in Millicode
3. Enables TID1 to start executing to complete core dispatch on TID1

Phases 3/4

1. Millicode maps each logical thread into a physical thread, and each thread loads its own state into the hardware. A thread’s state includes PSW (Program Status Word), IA (Instruction Address), GRs (General Registers), FPRs (Floating Point Registers), CRs (Control Registers), etc.
2. Threads are not synchronized at the end of core dispatch execution routine. One thread may start executing the guest OS instruction stream while the other thread is still inside core dispatch Millicode

Phase 5

1. Physical threads, independently, run guest instruction stream
Exiting Guest Thread Execution when Running Two Guest Threads

Physical TID0 is executing logical TID0

Detects a reason to intercept to Hypervisor

Stops guest instruction execution. Enters Millicode routine to exit guest execution

Signals other thread to exit guest execution

TID0 saves the state of the guest (or logical TID0)

TID0 waits until TID1 responds and reaches the guest exit sync-up point

TID0 restores the hypervisor state back into physical TID0.

Guest thread execution end on TID0
Core un-dispatch execution ends

TID0 executes Hypervisor code

Physical TID1 is executing logical thread1

TID1 gets interrupted and enters Millicode routine to exit guest execution

TID1 saves the state of the logical TID1.

TID0 = Thread0
TID1 = Thread1

Core is in SMT2 execution.

Core is in SMT1 execution.

Guest thread execution ends on TID1
Physical TID1 is idle (not used)
Millicode implementation for Exiting Guest Execution

1. Millicode coordinates the exit (undispatch) from guest execution between the threads

2. An existing thread (Ta) enters the Millicode routine to exit guest execution
   - For this sequence, assume that Ta is running on TID0 and Tb on TID1

3. Exiting thread (Ta) signals the other dispatched thread (Tb) to exit guest execution

4. Ta saves its guest state (i.e. unmaps it from hardware resources) and waits for Tb to exit

5. Tb receives the interruption to exit and honors it at a “convenient” time. E.g., If Tb is in a long running instruction, it may defer taking the interruption until after the instruction completes execution

6. Tb enters the Millicode routine to exit guest execution, saves its state and syncs up with Ta which is already waiting in the guest exit routine sync up point

7. Ta and Tb save the rest of their states, and Tb (running on TID1) finishes its exit Millicode

8. Ta (running on TID0), in parallel, loads the hypervisor (PR/SM) state back into TID0 hardware

9. Ta updates core controls including SMT controls, and finishes its exit Millicode

10. PR/SM runs single threaded on TID0

11. TID1 is idle and not consuming core hardware resources
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